Abstract. Let G be a metrizable compact group, A a separable C * -algebra and α : G → Aut(A) a strongly continuous action. Provided that α satisfies the continuous Rokhlin property, we show that the property of satisfying the UCT passes from A to the crossed product C * -algebra A ⋊α G and the fixed point algebra A α . This extends a result by Gardella in the case that G is the circle and A is nuclear. For circle actions on separable, unital C * -algebras with the continuous Rokhlin property, we establish a connection between the E-theory equivalence class of the coefficient algebra A and the fixed point algebra A α .
Introduction
Within the field of C * -dynamical systems, the discovery and systematic study of various kinds of Rokhlin-type properties has recently become the driving force behind many recent and interesting results. For a loose selection of such instances, see [10, 11, 15, 19, 17, 18, 16, 20, 13, 14, 2, 9, 1, 21] . Particularly notable for the purpose of this note is the investigation of compact group actions with the Rokhlin property (see [8] ) and more specially circle actions with the Rokhlin property, see [4, 5] .
Despite the fact that many known results from the realm of finite group actions with the Rokhlin property carry over to the setting of compact groups, there remain some subtle difficulties concerning certain properties like the permanence of the UCT. For example, it is known that in many cases, the UCT passes from a C * -algebra to its crossed product associated to a Rokhlin action of a finite group, see [19, Theorem 3] . At present, it is unknown whether the UCT passes in all cases, or if such a permanence property holds for actions of compact groups. For example, when confronted with the problem of classifying Rokhlin actions of the circle on Kirchberg algebras by means of K-theory, this proves to be a rather annoying obstacle. To overcome this, Gardella introduced the continuous Rokhlin property for compact group actions on unital C * -algebras in [5] . It turns out that this stronger version is compatible with the UCT for circle actions on nuclear C * -algebras. In this short note, we extend the definition of the continuous Rokhlin property to cover the non-unital case. We then prove E-theoretic versions of Gardella's UCT preservation theorem for actions of all metrizable compact groups on separable C * -algebras by using a somewhat more conceptual approach, enabling less complicated proofs. At last, we show that for any strongly continuous C * -dynamical system (A, α, T) with the continuous Rokhlin property on a unital C * -algebra, we have that A is E-equivalent to A α ⊕ SA α . This particularly yields an E-theoretic version of Gardella' 
has the ordinary Rokhlin property.
I would like to express my gratitude to Selçuk Barlak, who contributed some improvements to this note.
1. The continuous Rokhlin property Definition 1.1. Let A be a separable C * -algebra. We denote the path algebra of A by 
the continuous path algebra of A with respect to α. Clearly, A always embeds as constant paths both into A c and A c,α . Similarly as in the case of sequence algebras (see [12] ), we define the central path algebra of A by
and the continuous central path algebra of A with respect to α
Remark 1.2. If G is compact, then the C * -algebras F c (A) and F c,α (A) are unital. Let h ∈ A α be a positive contraction that is strictly positive in A.
Then the class of the path b t = h 1/t for t ≥ 1 defines a unit for both F c (A) and F c,α (A).
Remark 1.3.
In the above setting, we get two well-defined * -homomorphisms
Moreover, the image of a ⊗ 1 is a under both these maps. Remark 1.4. By definition, the action α on A clearly extends to the action α c on A c,α given by
Since one easily checks that both A c,α ∩A ′ and Ann(A, A c,α ) are α c -invariant C * -subalgebras, we also get an induced actionα c on F c,α (A) viã
Having made these definitions, one checks that the above * -homomorphism from A ⊗ max F c,α (A) is α ⊗α c -to-α c -equivariant. Notation 1.5. Given a compact group G, we denote by σ the canonical G-shift action on C(G) given by σ g (f )(h) = f (g −1 h) for all g, h ∈ G and f ∈ C(G). Definition 1.6. Let A be a separable C * -algebra and G a compact group. Let α : G → Aut(A) be a strongly continuous action. We say that α has the continuous Rokhlin property, if there exists a unital and equivariant
Remark 1.7. Let (A, α, G) be a strongly continuous C * -dynamical system as above. In the special case that G = T, the action α has the continuous Rokhlin property if and only if there is a unitary u ∈ F c,α (A) withα c,ξ (u) = ξ ·u for all ξ ∈ T. This follows from the observation that u = ϕ(id C(T) ) yields such a unitary, and conversely every such unitary generates an equivariant copy of the dynamical system (C(T), σ). In particular, this explains the analogy of the above definition to [5, 3.1].
Preservation of the UCT
In this section, we show that the UCT is preserved under forming crossed products or fixed point algebras associated to compact group actions with the continuous Rokhlin property. We remark that within the context of this note, we exclusively work with the E-theory version of the UCT.
Definition 2.1 (compare to [7, Section 7] ). A separable C * -algebra A satisfies the UCT in E-theory, if for every separable C * -algebra B, the natural map E * (A, B) → Hom K * (A), K * (B) gives rise to a short exact sequence
As is the case for KK-theory, this is (a posteriori) the same as being Eequivalent to an abelian C * -algebra. For nuclear C * -algebras, E-theory coincides with KK-theory, so this makes no difference to the KK-theoretic version of the UCT.
The following result is proved in [3, 23.10.8] for KK-theory, but an analogous proof yields the same for E-theory. Proposition 2.2. Let A and B be separable C * -algebras. Assume that A E-dominates B, i.e. there are x ∈ E(B, A) and y ∈ E(A, B) with x ⊗ y = 1 in E(B, B). If A satisfies the UCT, then so does B. Notation 2.3. Let (A, α, G) and (B, β, G) be two strongly continuous C * -dynamical systems. For an equivariant * -homomorphism ψ : (A, α) → (B, β), we denote byψ : A ⋊ α G → B ⋊ β G the induced * -homomorphism between the crossed products.
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a separable C * -algebra and G a metrizable compact group. Let α : G → Aut(A) be a strongly continuous action. Assume that α has the continuous Rokhlin property. Then A E-dominates A ⋊ α G. In particular, the UCT passes from A to its crossed product with respect to α.
Proof. Since α has the continuous Rokhlin property, we can find an equivariant and unital * -homomorphism
Keeping in mind the observations 1.3 and 1.4, this induces an equivariant and unital * -homomorphism
Consider the equivariant embedding j : (A, α) → (C(G) ⊗ A, σ ⊗ α) given by a → 1 ⊗ a. Then obviously the composition ψ • j coincides with the canonical embedding µ : A ֒−→ A c,α . Since both of these * -homomorphisms are equivariant, this induces a commutative diagram
The above commutative diagram yields two E-theory elements x = E(ĵ) ∈ E(A ⋊ α G, A) and y = E(ψ) ∈ E(A, A ⋊ α G) with x ⊗ y = E(μ) = 1 in E(A⋊ α G, A⋊ α G). In particular, we have verified 2.2 for A and A⋊ α G. Theorem 2.5. Let A be a separable C * -algebra and G a metrizable compact group. Let α : G → Aut(A) be a strongly continuous action. Assume that α has the continuous Rokhlin property. Then the canonical embedding ι : A α → A has a right-inverse in E-theory. In particular, ι induces Edominance of A over A α . Moreover, the UCT passes from A to its fixed point algebra with respect to α.
Proof. As we have observed in the proof of 2.4, there exists an equivariant and unital * -homomorphism
Consider the group action σ ⊗ α on C(G) ⊗ A ∼ = C(G, A), which is given (under this identification) by
Now it is straightforward to check that a function f ∈ C(G, A) is fixed under σ ⊗ α if and only if it is of the form f (h) = α h (a) for some a ∈ A. In particular, we have an isomorphism
Recall the equivariant embedding j :
From the definition of κ, it is obvious that one has κ • ι = j • ι.
Observe that by compactness of G, the fixed point algebra of the path algebra (A c,α ) αc coincides with the path algebra of the fixed point algebra
Combining all these observations, we obtain a commutative diagram
This yields two E-theory elements x = E(ι) ∈ E(A α , A) and
In particular, we have verified that ι induces E-dominance of A over A α .
Circle actions and the continuous Rokhlin property
In this section, we examine the special case of circle actions more closely. This is demonstrated in the next theorem: Theorem 3.1. Let A be a separable, unital C * -algebra and α : T → Aut(A) a strongly continuous action. Assume that α has the continuous Rokhlin property. Then A is E-equivalent to A α ⊕ SA α .
Proof. Denote by ι : A α → A the canonical embedding. It follows from [4, 3.11] that there is an automorphism θ ∈ Aut(A α ) such that there is an equivariant isomorphism
Identifying A with A α ⋊ θ Z by the above isomorphism, we apply the PimsnerVoiculescu exact sequence in KK-theory [3, 19.6] . For every separable C * -algebra B, there is a six-term exact sequence of the form
Moreover, one can see from the construction of this sequence in [3, Section 19] that the vertical map on the right is given by right-multiplication with an element z ′ ∈ KK(A, SA α ), which is independant of B. The same is true for the left vertical map. Now E-theory naturally factors through KK-theory, in a way that is compatible with addition and forming Kasparov products, see [3, 25.5.8] . Let z denote the E-theory element induced by z ′ . Then we also have a Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence in E-theory:
By [5, 3.11] , it follows that θ is asymptotically representable. This particularly implies that E(θ) = 1 in E(A α , A α ). Thus we can extract a short exact sequence
By 2.5, there is some y ∈ E(A, A α ) with E(ι) ⊗ y = 1 in E(A α , A α ). It follows that the map
is an isomorphism of abelian groups for all B. Using surjectivity of this map in the case of
On the other hand, we have
Hence, injectivity of the homomorphism
implies that (y ⊗ z) ⊗ g = 1 in E(A, A). This shows that y ⊕ z ∈ E(A, A α ⊕ SA α ) is an E-equivalence. 
Remark 3.3. We further remark that unitality of A is probably not necessary to obtain the result in 3.1. The only obstacle is to define a suitable notion of asymptotic representability for automorphisms on non-unital C * -algebras, and extending the results [4, 3.11] and [5, 3.11 ] to the non-unital case. Considering that this has been done in the finite group case (see [15] ), this should also be possible for circle actions in a similar fashion.
